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INTRODUCTION
Consider a dilute gas composed of a very large number of
molecules moving in space according to the laws of classical mechanics,
and colliding in pair s from time to t irrie , Assume that we can disregard
all external effects, such as gravity, so that the motion is completely
specified by giving the intermolecular force Sa
One is interested in the number of molecules which at time t
have position r and velocity v , within drdv, This is given by
n (t, r , v) = Nf (t, r , v) dr dv
,:�
where f is called the density function" It is clear that this quantity is
Boltzmann derived an equation for the rate of change of f with
going to change in time due to the motion of the molecules .and to the
effect of the c oIli s ion s,
t irne , It has the form of a non c Line ar integra-differential equation:
(1 )
Here f stands for f(t, r, v1)0 The integral part, containing the non-
linearity reflects the. effect of the collisions between molecule s ;
N is the total number of rno le cu Ie s ,
the term
of
vIa;; reflects the motion of the molecule s between
collisions.
The integrals on the right will now be explained.
The intermolecular forces are supposed to be given by pair
forces, all interactions involving more than two particles being ignored.
Therefore, we deal first with the mechanism of an individual collision
of two molecules. For the forthcoming description, it is convenient
to refer the two colliding molecule s, travelling with velocitie s and
v
2'
to the center-of-mass coordinate system. Thus the situation be-
comes that of a ficticious molecule, travelling with velocity v=v2-vl,
scattered by a center of force placed at the center-of-mass, denoted






Recall that if v t, vt denote the velocities of the molecules
after the collision, we have the conservation laws of
2
momentum:
and energy: I vI I 2+1 v 21
2
= I v 1 �:, I
2
+ I v 2�:' I
2
and their consequence
If one also recalls that v = v -v
2 1
,1-
v: = v �:, =V �:,
2 1
lie in the sameand
plane, then it is clear that the impact parameter b and the angles ¢
and Q in the figure determine the kinematic s of a collision c orrip Ie te Iy,
The impact parameter b measure s the distance from the direction
given by v , 0 < ¢< 2'IT is the azimuth angle and 0 < Q < 'IT is the





Think now of a uniform beam of molecule s coming from the left
with velocity v , Then the dynamical de scription of the collis ion pro =
cess, pictured here as a scattering process, is embodied in the ex=
pression
which gives the number of molecules that pass through the shaded
area in the figure, per unit time. This formula defines the differential
scattering cross section 1. Because Q can be computed from b, v ,
and the intermolecular force, I is uniquely determined by this r-e c ipe ,
3
4
A s to the meaning of the integral itself, the number of collisions,
in unit time, of a molecule with velocity vI with a molecule of




Boltzmann goes one step further and puts for the loss, due to collisions,
of molecules with velocitie s v
i
' within dv i:
in unit t irrie ,
Now he argue s that a direct collision from v l'
v
2
into vt, v ��
.. I, ....1...
is allied to a restituting collision from vi', v 2' into VI' v2 and that
both stand on the same footing. Thus the gain of molecule s with velocity
v
i
' in unit time should be
(4)
To get the expression for Bf given by ,(1), it is now enough







�:�dv /� and the fact that 1 v 1 �v 21 I( l v 1 -v' 21, Q )sinQdQd¢
-',
remains unchanged if vI v 2 are interchanged with v tv;o This says
that a transition from (v i ' v 2) into (v t, v ��) has the same chance as
one from (v {:�, v ��) into (v i: v 2)' a fact which is used over and over
again in this the s i s,
5
We emphasize that we have not presented a derivation from fir st
pr inc ip.le s, We computed the Stoss=zahl=ansatz (2) by invoking a
dynamical de scription who se connection with actual molecule s in a
gas is not completely trari s pa r e nt, Then we accepted (3) on the basis
of molecular chaos, and finally from (3) we arrived at (4) on the assumption
of microscopic r eve r s ibiLity, The reader will find detailed explanations
of these terms in U'hLcnbe ck c-F'o r d [17] or Grad P] 0
case, we have
2
Jbdbd¢ = rr R 0 This kind of re striction is usually
To conclude this look at Bf, we rema-rk that the total scattering
cross section JI sinQdQd¢=J bdbdo is convergent only if two molecules
at a distance larger that some R < co cannot feel each other. In that
referred --eo as a cutoff irit e r a ct ion,
Although the form of the equation (1) does not depend on the inter=
molecular force, the quantity I( I v 1 -sr 21, Q) inside the integral doe s so.
For the moment we mention only the cases of hard spheres .and the
Maxwellian gaso In the first case, the molecules are hard spheres
which do not interact with each other except when they touch. Then they
exchange their ve Io c it ie s in a perfectly elastic collision and one gets
for 1(1 v1-v21,Q)= a constant multiple of sin(Q/2). In the Maxwellian
case there is a central potential which is inve-rsely proportional to r 4,
and you find that 1 v 1 -v 21 I( 1 v 1 -v' 21, Q) is a function of Q alone with
a pole at Q = O. The pole is customarily removed by making a cutoff,
There are many feature s of equation (1) - and (11) below -
which do not depend on the intermolecular force, for example:
(a) The Maxwell-Boltzmann densities,
2 -3/2 2 2
g(v) = (2rro- ) exp(-I vi /20- )
are the only stationary densitie s for (1 i )0
(b) The first and second moments of the density function f(t, v)
are preserved in time, 10 e.
2
f I vi f(t, v)dv and f I v I f(t, v)dv
are constant.
(c) The H-theorem, which states that the entropy H
H(t) = =f f(t, v) log f(t, v)dv
increase s with time.
For all these facts, as well as for related material, the
reader can consult Ub.Ieribe ck c-F'or d [17 ] or Huang [6] .
We will be concerned with a special instance of (1): the so -called









We also as sume the interaction to have a cu t=off , so that j'L's in GdQd¢ = TrR < 00 •
Under these restrictions the initial value problem for the Boltzmann
equation has been much studied. The ideal result here would be that a
finite second moment for the initial distribution assure s existence and
uniquene s s of the solution.
The problem turns out to be quite a difficult one. Car leman [1 ]
We are now in a position to explain the contents of this thesis.
solved the case of radial solutions for the hard spheres case and
Wild [ 18] the case of a cut ... off Maxwellian ga s ,
*
Povzner studied a
s lightly modified equation, which reduce s in the spatially homogeneous
case to the classical equation with a finite total scattering cross section
(cut-off). He proves that a finite second moment for the initial dis-
tribution does guarantee existence, but he has to impose a finite fourth
moment to get uniquene s s , See [13] .
Chapter I is devoted to the problem of approach to equilibrium for
(1 i ). Instead of considering the general Boltzmann equation, we deal
For the space dependent case, the only one of physical interest,
consult Grad [ 4 ] .
8
only with a one-dimensional caricature of the Maxwellian gas introduced
and studied by Kac [ 7 l , This model has all the mathematical features
that are present in the actual Maxwellian gas but all manipulations are
simpler. From a physical point of view, it has the disadvantage that in
a collision, only energy, but not momentum is pr e s e r-v e d,
For this simple example you can give a very complete geometrical
description of the convergence to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
All consideration are now localized near this Ma.xwe Lls.Bo Ltz rnarin dis =
t r ibut iori , denoted here by g.
First we prove existence and uniqueness of the solution for the
non-linear equation in some appropriate space" Then we see that
the rate of approach to g is governed by the fir st negative eigenvalue
of the linearization of B at g, 1. e. II ft �g II < constant
=vt
e We
also prove that we have a contractive flow, 1. e.
(1) . (2)
creasing function of tiff and f are close enough to go
But much more than this can be said. We prove that there is
an extremely smooth (actually analytic) non-linear Ii change of coor =
dinates'U around g, so that if the non-linear problem is reexpressed in
terms of these new coordinates, then it is exactly the linearized problema
In this picture the result mentioned above about the rate of convergence
appears as an innocent manifestation of the fact just mentioned.
9
Some straight-forward extensions of this to include higher -order
collisions are indicated in Appendix II. There one also finds a dis=
cussion of the difficulties in trying to extend the results to the general
Boltzmann equation (1 i )a
The problem of the rate of approach to equilibrium for the
solutions of the (non=linear) Boltzmann equation has been treated
by Grad [4] and McKean [9]. Grad shows that for a general spatially
2
homogeneous case, the decay in sorp.e appropriate L space is
exponential and that the decay exponent can be taken as clo se as you
please to the first negative eigenvalue of the linearized operator,
provided the initial distribution is close enough to e qui l ibr iurn, For
Kac ' s caricature of the Maxwellian gas, McKean gets an exponential
decay for the L' norm; but his decay constant is much smaller than
it should b e , On the other hand the L' norm, and not the one used
by Grad or by us, is the one that makes more sense. globally.
To .explain the contents of Chapter II, we have to recall some
of the h isto ry of the subject.
It is well known that after Boltzmann derived his celebrated
equation, he spent most of his life involved in various controversies
ar is ing from it.
His discovery of the H-theorem, while explaining success-
10
fully the irreversible approach to an equilibrium distribution, was
hard to reconcile with reversible Newtonian mechanics.. There was
a deep feeling of suspicion of such irreversible behaviour obtained
from a time-reversible rriode I, The two main objections were raised
by Loschmidt and Zermelo, and one cannot say that Boltzmann was
able to settle these po int s,
Remarkable and far reaching ideas were developed in trying
to find a scheme in which Boltzmann's statements would hold free of
inconsistency. In this respect the pioneering work of Gibbs and
Ehrenfe st should be mentioned.
Since then some new insights have been obtained by recognizing
that more coherence is gained by converting most of the as sertions
into probability statements. That this was an essential step was clear
in Boltzmann's mind, but not in the minds of most of his c ont e rnpo rar ie s.
One such development was fir s t proposed by Uhlenbeck in a
similar statistical problem in the theory of cosmic ray showers [16] ;
see also Siegert [14 ]" This goes by the name of "the master equation",
and applies only in the spatially homogeneous case ..
Uhlenbeck's idea is to start from scratch talking in probability
language and to exploit fully the interpretation of the "S'to s s �zahl-ansatzn
(2) as a probabilityaf£air. He proposes to look at a gas of n molecules
11
which collide in pairs at random t irne s , the "Sto s s c zah l c an s atz
"
being the law of random collisions. We call this construction "the
n-molecule gas.
it Let p = p(t1'N 10 • e vn) stand for the density of the
distribution of the n velocities. This quantity changes in time due
to the collisions according to the master equation
� =
at
Here G take s the form
2 * �
G P (v, 0 0 • ,v ) = - I; f [p (. 0 0 v : . 0 '/. • e ) - p (. • 0 v., . . V.. • • )] l v. - v , I I ( lv. - v .1 � Q) s inQ d Q d¢
n n
, .
1 J 1 J 1 J 1 J
l<J
where the sum is taken over all possible pairs i<j. The map
(v�:�, v':�)-+(v., v.) described the result of a collision with scattering
1 J 1 J
angle Q, and I is the differential scattering cross section.
Assume from now on that p is symmetric in VI'.· 0 , vn '
corresponding to the case of indistinguishable pa r t ic Ie s, This class
of distributions is closed under the flow given by (5) because G commute s
with permutations.
Now we want to see how the Boltzmann equation fits into the
approach. The master equation describes the joint evolution for n
rrio Ie cu Ie s, and Boltzmann's the evolution for one molecule. To
connect the two, let us define a family of contracted distributions by means of
12
(6 )
one for each integer k� n, Here we use the symmetry of p, so
that it do-es not matter which n=k variables are integrated out ..
If we now integrate over v 2' e 0 • , vn
on both side s of (5)
and keep the integral over v 2 on the right hand side explicit, we get
Now, this would look like the Boltzmann equation if we had
(7 )
How can this be achieved? We can always start from a
n chaotic dis-
tr ibut.ion "
so that (7) holds at time t = 0.
But we cannot assume that this state of affairs persists at
later times, because for t>O, p(t,vl'''uo ,vn) will be determined by
the master equation, and (7) is in fact false as soon as we have a bona-
fide interaction between the molecule s , Kac [7] realized this and
suggested a possible mechanism for recovering the validity of (7)
by letting the number of molecule s go to 00. The physical reason why
13
(7) should be true for an infinite gas is that then a molecule that collides
with a specific one £lie s off and is never seen again; hence if no correlations
are present at t = 0, they cannot develop later either.
Roughly speaking, we prove in Chapter II that if p(o, vI- • � v )- n
is a II chaotic distribution" then this property propagate s in time � i. eo
p(t, vI' 0 0 • , vn) is also chaotic in the limit as n -00.




His proof was later put in a more algebraic form by McKean [9] .
Ka c ' s proof requires some estimates which do not hold beyond the
Maxwellian case, and that approach cannot be pushed further. In
Chapter II we present a method which avoids those estimates. It
requires a larger amount of abstraction, and two very believable
but still unproven as sumptions on the smoothne s s of the Boltzmann
flow, namely:
l) EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS hold in the class of all
probability measures under the sole condition that the second moment
of the initial distribution is finite.
2) SMOOTHNESS: at any fixed t>O, the solution of the
Boltzmann equation ft is a smooth (differentiabler:o:� functional of the
initial data f •
o
Incidentally, this model is the one we used in Chapter 1.
In a sense to be made precise in Chapter II.
The first assumption appears to be only a technical difficultYo
The second one expresses the smoothness of the Boltzmann flow, a






1. KAC'S MODEL OF THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION
The purpose of this section is tw o vfo Id, First, we introduce
Ka ct s equation and give a condensed expo sition of the L' (R) theory
going with ito This space is the natural place to look at Kac ' s equation
because the solution is a density function and If(= 1) < 00 is automatic.
Once this is done, we try to prepare, the spirit of the reader to
take up in sections 2-5 the study of the II change of c o o r d i.nate s " des€ribed
in the introduction.
For all details omitted in this section and for a very intere sting
analysis of many questions not touched upon by us, eo go the central
limit theorem for Maxwellian molecules, the reader may consult
McKean [9] 0
We consider the initial value=problem for a probability density
function f'(t , a)
(1 a)
af




subject to the conditions
(1 b)
2 2
f(o, a) = f >0, ff(t, a)da = 1, (J (£) = fa £(t, a)da < 00 0
0-
.
SI is the circle Q < Q < 2 IT, R is the line.
16
Here dw = I(Q)dQ is a probability measure on S' with
(Lebesgue) density 1(0), and
a �:, = a cos 0 - b sin Q
Usually the time dependence of f will not be written out explicitly.
McKean adapted a construction first used by Wild [ 18] for the
3�dimensional Maxwellian gas to express the solution of problem (1)
as a weighted sum of ilproductsii of the initial datum f with itself.
o






where w e define.
(3)
for functions belonging to the clas s D given by
2 2
D: O<f, Jf= 1, (f (f)=Jf(a)a da<oo.
This product maps D x D into itself, and for a general I(Q) is
neither commutative nor associative. The first property can be
achieved only if one imposes some symmetry on 1(0). To see this,
17
one rewrite s f �:{ f as
1 2
so that is clear that commutativity is equivalent to r(G(a':<' b':{)) being
a symmetric function of the pair (a>:" b':{). One can see that this
amounts to the condition
r( 2!:. - a) = r(!.· + Q')4 4 o < Q' < 21T.
The nonas sociativity of the product cannot be remedied by assumptions
>:e >:e
on r(G) and it is an e s s ent ia l ingr e dient of the problem...
Without going into the details, see McKean [9] , we mention
that if the product defined in (3) were associative, one could express
the solution of (2) as a Wildt s sum
(4)
-t -f n= I





In our case, the associativity does not hold and the n=f'o Id
products in (4) must be interpreted by putting parentheses between
For a fixed a, Q = Q(a>',c, b*) is uniquely determined as the
proper rotation needed to go from (a>',c, b>:�) in R
2




For instance, if I Q) = 21T' the product given by (3) is commutative
but not as soc iat ive ,
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the factors in all possible ways and averaging. Each term of Wild's
sum is positive and is easy to see that it converges in V (R) for all
t>O. One can also see that it gives a solution of (la)o No other solution
of (1) exists since Wild's sum can be seen to be the smallest one, and
its integral is already 1. One can also check that
2 2
(f (f) = (f (f ).
o
This completes our review of the V(R) situation for (1) and
we now turn to the study of the approach to equilibrium.
If the entropy of a probability density function is defined as
H[ f] = -Jf log f , the H-theorem says that this quantity will increase
in time, if f is governed by (1). Gibbs' lemma [9], states that the
maximum value of the entropy, computed on the class of all probability
density functions with a given second moment, is as sumed only by the
Gaus sian with mean zero.
):�,
The se two facts have been taken as a proof
of the approach of the solutions of (1) to an equilibrium (Gaus sian)
distribution. See, for instance, Uhlenbeck-Ford [ 17] 0 For technical
details needed to get a complete proof consult McKean, [9 I for Kac ' s
model, Carleman [1] for a 3�dimensional gas of hard balls, and
Grad [41 for a wide cla s s of cut-off potentials.
A detailed study of this approach to equilibrium for Ka c ' s model





For example, g(a) =for
e if the second moment is put
equal to one. We use g from now on to denote this particular
Gaus sian density function.
19
linear evolution given by (1) or (2) IIcloseli_ to the equilibrium position g
and to compare it with the much simpler evolution that one gets by
linearizing the equation (1) around this equilibrium position. More
explicitly, if we put f = g + h and note that g �:�g = g, we can express (2) as
•




h = Ah + h =.h
A is here the linear operator mapping h into g �:� h + h �:� g - h, and
h �:� h is a quadratic corr.ection term. The linearized evolution referred
to above is given by ignoring h �:� h in equation (5), thus obtaining
(51 ) .
or
(6 ) f = g + ht t
This evolution (6) is to be compared, close to f = g, with the one given
by the actual solution of (2).
Although we have seen that the initial value problem (2) is well
posed in V (R), we will find it convenient to work in a subspace of
2 -1 �:�
L' (R), namely, L (g ). The fact that this is a Hilbert space will
2 -1 2.,-:;- a /2
L (g ) = L (..j Zrr e ) is the space of all measurable functions
2 2 2/f(a) such that Ilfll =J""2; Jf (a)ea 2 da< 000 It is clearly a subspace
of V (R).
20
facilitate the comparison between the nonlinear and the linearized flows.
In the next section, we will prove that the problem (1) is also
2 -1
well posed in L (g ) and we complete this section with some com-
ments on our choice of this space.
2 -1




Gau s s ian g(a) = .J 21T
e is given by
"f-g 112 =f(f_g)2(a)g -1(a)da
This distance does not make much sense from the point of view of
statistical mechanics, see [17]. But we may see that for f close
to the Gaus sian g it is related in a rather natural way to the entropy
of £. Narrie Iy , if f satisfies
2 2
f f da = f g da and (J" (f) = (J" (g)
and we write f = g + h, we have
h
H[ f] = -Jf log f = -!(g+h) log g(l + -) =
g
h I h 2 .
= �Jg log g - Jh log g - f (g + h)( - - + -2 (-) - 4 0 • ) =g g
2 2 -1
= H[ g] + c Jh + c 2fh(a)a da + fh g + higher order terms in h1 .
1 2 =1
= H[ g] + 2" fh g +
n smaller" terms.
2
Here we used the fact that both fh da and (J" (h) vanish. T'he r e fo r e , we
21






gives the first-order correction to the
expansion of the entropy of f about the point go
22
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS FOR THE EVEN FLOW
We consider in this section Kac l s model of the Boltzmann
2.( -1)equation posed in L ._ g • In the previous section we noticed that
there was a special subset of L' (R) where the problem was well
posed, to wit: positive functions with integral 1 and a fixed variance
(1 for i.n s tanc e ),
In the same spirit, what we will see now is that Kac' s eguation
2 -1 .
is well posed in the. subset of L (g ) given by those functions with
integral 1 and variance 1. It will follow that if we also ask that f
be positive, we WIll still have a well-posed pr o bIe rn,
We state now the theorem to be proved in this section. It
constitutes the backbone of all that comes after section 2. For simplicity
we as sume that I(Q) =l(-Q), a natural restriction on physical grounds. In
fact, it says that the chance of a collision that takes velocities (a, b) into
(a:�, b':�) equals the chance of one with the reversed effect. This feature
of the Boltzmann equation was referred to in the introduction as
IUmicroscopic reversibility. n
L2(g�1)THEOREM 1: On the submanifold of given by
Jf(a)da = 1
2
0- (f) = 1
the initial value problem
23
is well-posed in a sufficiently small ball C centered about g. This
means that there exists only one family of operators Qt' t > 0, mapping








[Q f �f ] = f �:d ... f = Bf ..
to 0 0 0 0 0
Moreover we have
(3 ) II Q f -g II < constantX e ...vt,t 0
in which -sr is the top (negative) eigenvalue of the linearization of Bf at g"
(4)
if f{ 1) and f{ 2) be long to C. The actual pro of come s at the end of
o 0
this s e c t ion,
To discuss this problem, we make recourse to a formal series
2 -1
expansion of f in terms of the orthogonal basis for the space L (g )
given by the Hermite functions
2 2
h (a) = e
-a /2
H (a) = (-1 )n nne -a /2,






f h.(a)h.(a) g'" (a)da =
1 J
-00
21T for i = j.
for i=fj,
We express our equation
(7)





(8) f = E f (t)h
n n
and assume that it is legitimate to write
(9 )
af
= z; i (t)h 0at n n






satisfied by the Hermite functions in 'connection with the product
A proof of this relation and of a generalization of it are found in
Appendix 1.
This means equation (3) in section 1, and the same convention is
used throughout.
25










Observe that because 'of the assumption on r(Q) mentioned at the
beginning of this section, all integrals of the type
odd odd even odd
J cos 0 sin 0 r(O )dO and f cos 0 sin 0 r(O )dQ




fZ =.}2;f :E fZ' fZ Z. fcos Q sin 0 r(O)dO - fZnn
,
0
1 n « 1
1=
and an odd system:
(11 b)
Note that a little more symmetry (espo, r(O)= Z�) makes all the integrals
in the odd system (lla) vanish too. We can therefore summarize the
situation for (11a), (11 b) as follows:
a) the even components of f evolve by themselves, according
to a nonlinear system of the form
f = F(f );
even even
b) if we solve that system and insert the resulting even
components into the odd system, the odd components evolve
linearly according to an equation of form
20
f = C (t) f •
odd odd
One can prove that all th� f2r1.+1 go to zero with t going to + 00;




f2n+l (t) = e f2n+l (0) ..
1
This is the case when 1(0) = for instance.21T
The main objective of this chapter is a comparison between the
nonlinear flow given by (7) or (11), and its linearization at
2
1 -a /2
t = .g> J 21T
e Therefore, we confine our attention for the rest
of this chapter to the even flow given by (1Ia) and compare it with its
linearization at g.
2
The 'r e atr ic t'ion s , If = 1 and (J" (f):!:: 1 , mentioned at the
beginJ:?-ing of this section, are expressed solely in te rms .of the even
components of f(a), namely
2 2
1 -a / 2· a /2 1}�




-a / 2 2 . r=rz: a / 2 1 IJ- ,.-:r-::)f2 = 2!21TJf a) e (a -1)(" 21T e ) da = 41T � 21T -" 21T = 0
One.s-houId not confuse this with the initial value of f. This is the
only place where confusion may arise.
27
Because of this we have to concentrate in the even flow given
by (Ila) on the submanifold described by
(13 )
and we have to prove that this problem is well-posed close enough to
2
1 -a /Z
g(a) = � effrr
We first make the liriearization explicit by rewriting (i i«),
subject to (13), as
(14)
Zn . Zn
fZn = (f(cos' Q + s.in Q)I(Q)dQ-l)fZn +
n >2
Except for the fac t that (14) makes only reference .to the even
components of f with n � Z� it is clear that it is identical to equation
.',
-r-
(L 5)0 If we use x to denote the vector whose components are the
even components of f=g for n>4, that is
we can reexpress (14) in the succinct form
Here A is the diagonal operator acting on the space spanned
28
by h2n (n:: 2)1 by means of the rule
(15 )
=A. h , n>2.
2n 2n
It is plain that A is selfadjoint with a totally discrete s pec t rurn,
rang ing from
4 4
A.4 = f(cos 8 + sin 8)I(8)d8-l
down to -1, which is an accumulation point of the spectrum. For the
case
1
1(8) = - that top negative eigenvalue is -1/4. To deal with- Z1T
(Ila ) subject to (13) rewritten as (14), we need
LEMMA 1: The non-linear part in equation (14) satisfies a Lipschitz
condition:
(16 )
PROOF: If we could prove
(17 )
then we could get (16) by means of the follow ing string of ineq ua l it ie s
29
Th IOn L2(g-l)e square of the norm of an even vector x = L: Xz .h2.i>Z: 1 1
is given by
and therefore we have from (13)
(18 )
00 n-Z
.� Zi Zn-Zi 2L: (Z7T){Zn)![v �Tr z xZ.y Z Z.fcos Qsin 01(Q)dQ]






Z Z· Z �Z· 2




Z Jn= . 1 = J =
where we made use of the Schwartz inequality"
Now we notice that
n-Z




Zn Z· Zn=Z' Z· Zn-Z'
= L: (Z. )fJ(cos Ja sin Ja cos J� sin J�)1(a)1(f3)da�
- j = Z
J
= IJ(cosa c o s p + s inc sin�/n 1(a)1(�)dad�'
Zn
= ffcos (a-�)I(a)I(�)dad� < 1
Observe that wemade use of the property 1(0) = I(-Q) in the third line,
to pull the sum inside of the inte gra l, If we apply this to our previous
inequality (18), we get
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This completes the proof of (16).
We are now in a position to prove that (14) is well-posed.
1
Recall that for 1(8) = -2" the top eigenvalue of A is -1/4. We- ''TT
consider this case only, but it should be plain that the proof has to
be trivially modified to deal with a diffe rent 1(8).
LEMMA 2: There exists a unique solution to equation (14) if
II x{o) II is small enough. Moreover II x{t) II � Ce
... t/4.
PROOF: Equation (14) is replaced by the integral equation
(19)
tA t (t-s)A
x(t) = e x(O) + f e (x(s) �:, x{s)) ds .
o
We are interested in a fixed point of this map because any solution
of (19) is such a point, so we must first find a domain mapped into
itself by H.
Take E to be the set of those continuous functions x{t)
2 -1
from ['0, (0) into the subspace of L (g ) spanned by h2n (n>2),
such that Ilx(t)11 � \texp(-t/4) for all positive t and Ilx{O)11 < ../,
with a constant 'I to be specified later on.
Recalling that the spectrum of A lies to the left of -1/4
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and us ing the proof of the previous lemma, we get
< e -t/41Ix(O)11 + y2 / e -(t-s)/4 e -s/2 ds <
o
so that II Hx(t) II � 5y2 exp (-t/4), and this is smaller than y exp(-t/4)
if Y � 1/10. For any sjrch y, the corresponding class E is sent
into itself by the map H. Note that Hx(O) = x(O).
We now construct a series which formally solves the fixed-




Observe that, for +: 1/10,
II x(O) II :: y2. Define
h (i) 1° 0eac x les In E whenever
v . (t) = max (11 x(i) (t) II, II x{i-l)(t) II)
1










(i-2) (i-2) II- x (a) �:� x (a ) ) do
IllS (s-a)A, (1..;1)( )'"' (i;..1)() (i-2)( ),1. (i-2)(), 11e \x a 'I-X a - x a '1' x a Ida
o
.( 2 max IS e -(s-a)/4 z.(a) y.(a) do .-
t<SOl 1
In the last line we used lemma 1 of this section.
Now we make the inductive hypothes is that there exists a
32
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number q such that
Z.{s)< lix(O)11 qi-le-S/4.
1 -
This is true fo r i = 1, and by induction yo u get






q -y e ,
so that if we start with q = By (which we know is smaller than one),
we would have
proving the inductive hypothesis and making our series (20) absolutely
convergent:
+ < 00.
In the same vein, one goes on to prove that the series gives a solution
of the original differential equation (14) and that this solution is unique.
This ends the proof of lemma 2.
Putting together lemmas 1 and 2 with the expression (12), we have
a complete proof of the main theorem of this section for the case
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I(e) :: 1/2 rr. Lemma 1 is the essential ingredient for part (4) of the
theorem.
To prove parts (1) and (2) of that theorem for a non-constant I(e),
one has to deal also with the linear odd system (llb).
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3. THE LINEARIZATION PROBLEM
Suppose we have an equation of the type
(la ) * = Ax + F{x}
where A is linear and F analytic, with neither constant nor linear
terms. Very close to x = 0, the two vector fields Ax and Ax + F(x)
look very much the same. A natural question is how is this reflected
in the flows corresponding to (Ia ) and
(lb) � = Ax.
n n
When x lies in R or C this question was answered first
by Po inc a re [12 l- He proved that if },., ,},., , ... ,},., are eigenvalues1 2 n
of A and if
a) },.,. -I :z; rn), 0 for any positive integers rn , with � rn . > L
1 J J J J
and
b) ali the },., 0 lie on one s ide of a line pas sing through the
J
origin,
then there exists· an analytic map 4; which is locally invertible and
linearizes the flow near "the origin. This means that if Q denotest
the map sending the initial data x into the solution x(t) at time t,
36
for (la) and if T denotes the corresponding map for (lb), then 4; inter­t





If we want such a change of coordinates to exist for A irrespective
of the F, then conditions a) and b) are probabiy necessary, as an
example by Hartman [5] seems to indicate. Much less, nearly nothing
in fact, is required if we are contented with a smooth, but not analytic �.
See Hartman [5] .
In Section 5 we will present such a change of coordinates l1J for
the even part of Kac's equation, see (Z.lla). Of course the space is now
infinite-dimensional. In g e ne ra l , this is bound to produce difficulties.
They can be overcome" 'in our case because -A has a (negative) pure
point spectrum which accumulates at the point - fIe e )de = -1. See
the remarks after (2.14').
It comes as an unexpected bonus that � can be expressed as
(3 ) y; = strong lim T -t Qt"
.
t- +00
A nice and trivial consequence of this fact is that for each small
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enough x, there exists a vector 4J(x) so that
T (T l\; [x ) - Q x)-t t t
goes to zero as t- 00. Clearly l� is characterized by this property.
A brief discussion of the relations between (2) and (3) in the case of
2
R w ill clarify the situation.
For simplicity, let us consider only the case of a symmetric
operator A. It is simple to prove that if the limit (3) exists and has
an inverse, then the l\; so defined intertwines T and Q according
t t
to (2). On the other hand, simple examples show that not all inter-
twining maps l\; can be computed by means of (3). Now we will see
where the trouble lies and indicate a way to modify (3) to get an inter-
twining map in general.
F-irst we express Poincare's condition a) in terms of T. Taket
A to be
A=
and cons ider the formal power series




i j (i 0:' + j!3 ... 0:' ) t b i j ( iO:'
+ j!3 ... !3 ) t)= �a <I <IX Y e , � <I .x y e
1J 1J
and it is now plain that condition a) is precisely what is needed for an
arbitrary W" of the above form to be able to split T WT into I-t t
plus a couple of formal power series
T WT = I + W (t) + W (t)-t t + ...
where
(4a) each term of W+ (t) c orrver-g e s to 0 as t .....
+ co.
(4b) each term of W (t) converges to 0 as t ..... - co.,
To understand why (2) will not imply (3) in general, suppose
that A satisfies Po inca rS' s conditions so that there exists an
analytic map I.� satisfying (2). Because of the previous comments,
we can write
(5) T Q = T LV-IT W = (I + LV+-I(t) + LV -_l(t)) LV =-t t ... t t
Clearly (3) will exist only when LV=l(t) LV == (1)'
Expression (5) also suggests how to get an intertwining map
for I.� for the pair Te Qt" One has to split the formal power series
expansion of
(6)
T Q into three pieces-t t
T Q = l\J + 4; (t) + 4; (t)-t t 1 2
where lyl(t) and .l\J2{t) satisfy (4a) and (4b) respectively. To check
formally that the lj; so constructed does the trick. (2) is straight
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In this section we prove an elementary inequality which surprisingly
contains the core of the future development. From it we derive important
inequalities concerning the eigenvalues of the linear transformation A
defined in (2.15).
LEMMA: If then for every n , m>23 we have










Our aim is to prove that h(n) is s ubadd it ive . For that purpose we
look at the derivative (with respect to n] of the function
-1
n h In}:
-1 ' -2 2 2n 2





x , log x.] n r In}.
1 1
�
One checks that r(n)
-1
is a dec re a s ing function of n , so that n h(n)
w ill be inc reas lng up to some value of n and dec reas ing from there on.
\
* We disregard the trivial case when one of the x�=O. The proof
1
is not the simplest o ne , and is made so as to extend naturally to
the case when there are more than two x.'s; see appendix II.
1
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Assume for a moment that we could prove
(2 ) > h(4)
4 .
From here and the previous comments, it is clear that
-1
n hen) would
be decreasing at least from n = 3 on. Therefore for n , m> 2 we
would have
h(h+m) - _n_ h(n+m) + � h(n+m) < n hen) + m hem) = hen) + hem)- n+rn n+m n m
and the lemma would be proved.
Thus we have only to show that (2) holds. This is equivalent to
showing that
2 2 4 4
2 (1 - x - (1 - x) ) > 1 - x - {1 - x ) for 0 <x < 1
and this is trivially ve r if ied.
Now we can prove the
THEOREM 2: Irrespective of the angular scattering dens ity I(e), the
eigenvalues ot'the linear operator A defined in {2._l5)_satisfy




},_ = f(cos B + sin B -l)I(B)dB,2n
and then notice that except for B = 0, �,'IT, 3/2 'IT we have strict in-
equality for the i.nte g ra nd s involved in (3). This proves the theorem.
We can say a little more than (3) if we notice that when n grows
to +oo,},_ tends to -1; namely, there exists a c > ° so that2n
(4 ) },_ - ("- + "- ) > c> O.2n+2m 2n 2m-
independently of n , rn > 2.
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5. INTERTWINING OPERATOR
Most of the work up to this point was of a preparatory nature.
In section 2, we singled out the even system (lla) describing the nonlinear
piece of equation (2. II}; it is of the type
(1) � = Ax + x'� x
lie:r.e x is a vector belonging to the s_uhspace of
2 -1
L (g ) s panned by
h2n: n::2, A is explicitely given in (2.15), and the ,� product is defined
in (1. 3) 0
The point x = 0 is critical fo r (1), and we know from section 2
that solutions exist and are unique nearby. Thus, we can speak of the
s emigroup Qt' t:: 0, relating initial data x = x(O) to the solution x(t)
at time t , at least if II x II is small enough.
A much simpler evolution is obtained by ignoring the nonlinear
pa rt x ':< x in (1) �
(2 ) x = Ax.
The solution of .th is problem is given by
tA
= e acting upon x = x(O).
The exponential makes good sense, because A is self-adjoint and
negative �e£inite e '
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The purpose of this section is to prove
THEOREM 3: If Jjxll is small enough, the limit
(3 ) �(x) = strong lim T Q x
t-+oo
-t t
exists and belongs to the span of h2' (n> 2). Moreover, then -
map x.-« * (x) is analytic close to x= O with an analytic inverse, and
(4 )
-1
Q =tl; Tl\Jot t
We first introduce some auxiliary material and prove two lemmas.
Given operators K and L acting upon x, define K �:� L to be
the operator
K �:�' L: x -- (Kx) * (Lx).
then (1) and (2) become
(5 )
•
Q x = AQ x ;t (Q ,� Q ) x
t t t t'
(6)
•





can be easily shown to satisfy the equation
(3)
• -tA tA tA
S = e (e S ':' eSt)' S:;: I-t t 0
This is eq uiva Ie nt to the integral equation
(8 f) It -sA sA sAS = I + e (e S ':' e S) ds ,t 0 s ,S:
which we use to express S as a sum of contributions of different numberst
of factors. Namely, we put
(9)
where the first three terms are
R (1) = I
t
'
(2) t -sA sAR = J e (e ':',t 0
sA
e ) d s ,
R(3) __ It -sA sAe (e ':'t 0
sA s - SA . SA SA
e I e (e �:, e )d;) d s +
a
Now by induction, if we have defined
R




i < n , we construct





as the sum of all possible pieces of the form
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d (n)avlng efined R ,
t
n> 1, in this way we can now check formally
that s, defined by (9) solves (8), In fact
-tA tA tA
e (e S",c e S)
t t
00 n - 1 - tA j tA n - j ,






To make use (and sense) of the expression
we need to prove that this formal series actually converges in
2 -1
L (g ),
and therefore giv�s a bona-fide solution of (7).
For that end we prove
LEMMA 1: There exists a constant c> 0 such that for all positive t
L2 (g-l)and all x , y in the
(11)
.




-sA sA sA 2' 2' (�2 '+�2'- �2 '+2 .)s
(12) e (e h2i* e h2J) = 2lTfeos 18 sin J8 I(8)d8e
1 J 1 J
h2i+2j"





y =:!; f3 2' h2"
i > 2
1 1
and use (12), we get
-sA sA sA
e (e x�:'e y)
00 n-2 Z' Z' (�2'+�2 Z'-�Z)s
. �Z � h � f 18 s l' n J 8 1(8)d8 e





Bring in now the inequalities (4,4) to get
Now this is used to get the bound
11
- sA sA sA I]Ze (e x ,:� e y �
<





In the last line we used the same way of estimating as in (2.18). The lemma
is proved.
We are now in a position to prove the crucial
LEMMA 2:
(13 )
PROOF: We get the estimate (13) by induction on n. To begin with,
R�l) = L so (13) is tr iv ia l for n = L Now us e (11) and the inductive
hypothes is to get from the definition of
(14 ) II R (n)xll
t
II



















) Ilxll '',= (-.-
c
The lemma is proved.
Finally, we can use this lemma to estimate the formal sum (9)
as follows: if II x II < c . we have for all t> 0
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and the refore is well defined as the sum of an absolutely convergent
series. Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 3.
To get the existence of the limit (3), we estimate
(15 )

















-ct -ct II II n(e 1_ e 2) c; (n-l) _x_n-l
n=l c
in the last step we used the fact that
Closely related estimates show that l�(X) is an analytic function of x,
if Ilxll <c. This stems from the fact that l{J is expressed as an
absolutely convergent power series:
(16 )
, CD - sA sA sA
lj; (x ) = x + � � x . x . f e (e h. ,:� e h )ds + .....
n>2 i=2 21 2n-21 0 21 2n-2i
n-2
Notice that
TT Q =TQ =TQQ,
t -(t+s) (t+s) -s t-l s -s s t
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so that if we keep t fixed, while s ... 00, we get
(17 ) = tQ·.t
(4) would be immediate from (17) if l�(X) were invertible. The gradient
of ljJ(x) at x = 0 is the identity map. so the inverse function theorem
for analytic functions, see Di.e udo nne [2], guarantees the existence and
analyticity of tV
-1
close to x = O. The theorem is proved.
We c hos e this section by observing that the knowledge of lj; comes
close to determining the scattering density 1. If we perform the indi-
cated integrals in (16), we w ill get in the denominators of the quadratic
part all possible combinations of the type
A.Z - (A.Z· + A.Z Z·)·n -1 n- 1
This is actually enough to determine the spectrum A.Zi because
we have
A. � -1 if n .... oo.
Zn
If we recall that
2 i Z i
= J(cos 8 + sin 8 - 1)1(8 )d8
we see that to find I we have to deal with a class ica l moment problem;
especially, the quadratic part of ljJ suffices to determine
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(18 ) 1(8) + 1(1T - 8) O<8<1T.
It is clear that the even flow cannot give us any information beyond (18).
If we want to recover the whole of L we have to deal also with the
odd e ige nva lue s � 2n+ 1:
Zri+I Zn+I
�2n+l = J(cos 8 + sin 8 -1)I(8)d8.
The reader will easily see that the set of all eigenvalues determines
the scattering density I unequ ivoca lLy.
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6. REMARKS ON MORE GENERAL CASES
We want to put an end to this chapter by indicating briefly how we
could ha_ndle two different problems along the same lines.
The first problem might be of phys ic a l relevance. The second
one is motivated by the hard-sphere model of the Boltzmann equation
and poses serious mathematical difficulties not resolved here.
For the first problem, consider a gas undergoing multiple (instead
of only binary) collisions. At the end of an .expo ne nt ia l Iy distributed








Cons ide r the vector (a , ... ,a ) corn.pr is ing the veloc ities of the
1 ' m
m pa rt ic le s . For simplicity we consider only one-dimensional veloci-
ties. The effect of a collision of m particles is a proper m-dimensional
rotation
(a ,:� a ':�)l"'" m
.
If we now distribute ° according to the law I (O)dO,
m
we get a higher-
order Boltzmann's equation for the �ensity f(a1) of the number of









The reader should compare this with (1. Ia},
If each of the densities I has some symmetry properties
m
(compare with the assumption l(e) = 1(-e) in section 2), we get the
same splitting that we had for (2. Il ) into an even and odd system. For
the case of section 2, we had the numbers
2· 2'
A.2i = f(cos 1.e + sin 'o - 1) I(e)de
as the eigenvalues for the g e ne rat o r-vof the l inea r iz e d flow. The Hermite
functions were the eigenfunctions. They are still eigenfunctions for the





2t � k f (x








where x > 0 i r= L, ... ,m. This assertion comes from the formula
i ii
(2 ) f... fh !a':�)o ... h (a ':�)I (O)dOda2,···,da =i\l imm m
1 m
= constantX h . .J.: +. (al)1 T. •• 1
1 m
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implies, for all i, j:: 2







+ (-1 + x 2j + 0 o. + x 2j) 0
1 m
For m= 2, this is the lemma proved in section 4, the general
proof w ill be found in Appendix II. Us ing (3) one gets
"-2i + "-2j < }...2i+Zj
for the ,,-' s given by (1), and from here





Using these inequalities (4), plus the fact that the spectrum of the genera-







a proof of the existence of
tV = strong lim T -tQt
t .... 00
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in the same fashion as we did in section 5.
This finishes our cons ideration of the first problem, and we look
now at a different situation.
Cons ider a problem of the form
(5) x = Ax + x >:�x
Here x belongs to some Hilbert space and x >:� y is a bilinear product
from HXH into H. Assume finally that existence and uniqueness can
be proved for equation �(5), so that it makes sense to speak of the semi-
group of operators Q 'satisfyingt
AQ + Q >:� Q .
t t t
tA
We take up again the problem of comparing Tt = e with Qt.
We are mainly interested in finding 'conditions on A and the -'--r- product
guaranteeing the existence, of
strong lim T Q.-t t
t _ 00
In the previous sections we have seen how to deal with this problem in
the case when A has a purely discrete spectrum (}... ), with corres­
n
ponding eigenfunctions f : we have to expres s f >� f. in terms of the'n J
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set f, and if f * f has a no n-cz e r o component in the n-th direction,
n i j
then we have to be sure that
n
{A_o+ A_J> c > 0
1 ]
for some c independent of L j, n.
In the same fashion, if A has the spectral resolution fA_dEA_'
and if we can find a constant c > 0 so that for every A_, J.l
(6)
then the limit
tjJ = strong lim T -t at
t ... 00
exists.
We feel that one is perfectly justified in considering (6) as a
rather useless condition. Much more ingenuity is clearly needed to
find handier conditions to tackle the problem of the existence of the
limit (5) in actual cases such as hard spheres.
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APPENDIX I: PRODUCTS OF HERMITE FUNCTIONS
Here we prove a property of the Hermite functions due to Ka c [7].
Actually, we generalize the relation he found. Such a generalization was
used in section 6. Recall that the Hermite polynomials are defined as
(1)
2 2
H (a) = (_l)n ea /2 n" e -a /2
n
n=O, 1, 2, ....
and that this set is complete and orthogonal in L2(g) with
{D e -a
2
/2 B. (a) B.(a) da = fo
-<Xl 1 J �! � i = j
(2 )
LEMMA:�� If xI2 +, ... , +xn2 = 1, then
(3 ) H (x a + . .. + x a ) =








H{ (a) ... H (a).
ml 1 mn n
=m
PROOF: It is convenient to think of the n-tuple (al' ... , an) as a vector
in Rn denoted by a. Let 0 be an orthogonal matrix having the num-
n
bers x. ... , x as its first row. We define a map in R by means of
1 n
a _., Oa. Setting b = Oa , we observe that











= � ( )
m ... m















Therefore, if we apply the right-hand operator in (4) to the function
exp( -1/2 1 a 12) and then multiply the res ult by (_l)m exp(1/2 1 a 12),
we get the right-hand s ide of the equality (3).




Thus, if we apply it to
and then multiply the result by (_l)m exp(1/2 IbI2), we get Hm(b1)
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on the left-hand s ide of (3). Finally
H (b) = H (x a + ... + x a )ml mIl nn
and the lemma is proved.
Now we are in a pos it i o n to prove
THEOREM 4: If 0 = (x .. ) is an orthogonal matrix and if
1J
n




- (a + ... + a )/Z1 n






H. + + i (al) e11 ... n
This result is due to Kac [7] for n = Z.
Z
-al /Z
e the integral in (5) is a poly-PROOF: Except for the factor
nom ia I in al alone, and can therefore be written as
We integrate this against a
m
In the left side
of (5) we change a into 0 -la = O':�a so as to have
(6)
Z Z
-(a + ... +a )/Z
J... J H. (a ) ... H. (a ) H ((O':�a)) e
1 n
da( .. da = a11 1 1n n mI m
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Now expand H ((O"'<a))
m 1 using
the previous lemma, converting
the left side of (6) into a sum of several integrals. Each one of these
is an n-fold integral which splits as a product of one-variable integrals.
Using the orthogonality relations (2), we observe that most of
these integrals vanish; the only one which gives a contribution is the
one coming from the additive decomposition of m as m=i + ... +i .1 n
This surviving integral can be easily performed, and the stated
formula drops out.
For instance if n = 2, which is Kac's case, we get
(7 )
in the notation of sections 1 and 2.
If we integrate against I(e)de and use
2




which coincides with (2.10). Formula (6.2) is derived in the same way.
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APPENDIX II: AN ELEMENTARY INEQUALITY




== 1 and n , m>2, then






PROOF: A look at the proof presented in section 4 will convince the
reader that it is enough to check relation (4.2) 1. e. 2h(2) > h(4),










which clearly suffices because of the comments of section 4.
Inequality (2) is equivalent to
k 4










:E x = I.
i
Us ing Lagrange multipliers to
i=l





, (1 - x , )
l' 1
i=l, ... ,k
has to be independent of 1. We want to conclude that all the x , f shave
1
2 2 2
to coincide, and this is seen as follows. As a function of x , x (1- x )
takes the value w once at a point
2
Y � 1/2 and once at the point










the x.'s have to coincide.
1
2
1 - y :::1/2. Becaus e k > 3 and
takes the value l/k, and it is enough to
check that
3 (1/k)2k - 2 (1/k)3 k < 1.
Thus the lemma is proved.
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CHAPTER 2 THE PROPAGATION OF CHAOS
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1. THE N-MOLECULE GAS
In this chapter we consider the general 3-dimensional Boltzmann
equation. The only restriction imposed on the interaction is that two
molecules at a distance larger than some R < 00 cannot feel each other
(cut-off).
First we describe the construction of lithe n-molecule gas.
rv Then
we state what we mean by "propagation of chaos. Ii The proof of the latte r
will keep us at work for the rest of the chapter, and so the reader may
wish to look back at the introduction for moral encouragement, if needed.
There one finds the reasons why propagation of chaos is a property
worth proving.
3n





be a point in
3n






Construct the n-molecule gas as follows: if you are at
v = (v ,. . . ,v ) at time t::: 0,1 n
a) pick a pair of indices i <j according to the uniform d is t r ibut io n
b) if v . = v ,: you do not jump, but if v , -I V.' you wait for time





a = 1 v , - v .1 a nd the n
1 J
c) jump from
(v V V ) to ( ,'_
.I_
), .. , .' .. ' .". ,v v , .. ,v ", .. ,V:'·, .. ,v1 1 J n 1 i J n
where the scattering parameters (8, ¢') are chosen with distribution
«l v . - v.1 ,8) s in8d8d¢' properly normalized. ,:�
1 J
This' ree ipie is now repeated us ing a new pair i < j. new holding
times, and new scattering parameters (8,95'), independently of every-
thing that went on before, etc .• etc. Clearly the random process so
defined is Markovian; it can be viewed as a sort ofiiPoisson process.
W�
The joint density p(t, v} = p(t, v( .. , vn) of the n-molecules is





( )atv Gpv =
�
i<j
I v> vol f[p{v , .. ,v.':�, .. ,vo'�, .. ,v )-p(v)] Id'v.- Vol ,8)sin8d8d¢'
1 J- 1_ 1 J n 1 J
which reduces to the initial density at t = o. This is the so-called
"master equation. �v
One notices that G commutes with any permutation of the argu­
n
ments v , .. ,v, so if p (O) = p(O, v ,0 • ,v ) was a symmetric function1 n 1 n
Look at the Introduction for the definition of
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of vI'·.' Vn ' the same will hold for p(t) = p(t, vI' .. , Vn) at any later
time, and we can restrict our considerations to such densities.
We are now ready for the technical formulation of the propagation
of chaos.
Define the exterior product of two rne a s ures u and V on R
3
to be the measure on R:;(R3 determined by (v®v) (AXB) = u(A) v{B)
3
for A, B sub set s 0 f R. Le t
3








its n-rth exte r io r product f ®-. 0 0 o. ®f 0
o 0
Let p be the solution of equation (1) which reduces to (the density of)
n
f at t = o. Notice that p depends on n. Then the statement of
o
PROPAGATION OF CHAOS is that for each fixed m
f ¢(v) ... ¢ [v )p(t,v,oo,v ,v +l'o.,v)11 mm 1 mm n
3n
R




of a time-dependent distribution f on R. Moreover this distribution
is the solution of the Boltzmann-leq uation
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which reduces to f at time. t = o.
o
We prove this statement under the assumptions of EXISTENCE,
UNIQUENESS, and SMOOTHNESS mentioned in the introduction and in
section 4 of this chapter.
,:� Here and in the future, we write the Boltzmann equation making




Consider the set n" of symmetric probability measures on
R3n. h nTen-molecule gas gives us a flow on D. Notice that when we
change the n , the place where the motion occurs also changes.
n
It seems desirable to find a way of visualizing the D "s as a
family of subsets becoming dense in an ambient space; presumably this
ambient space ought to be the set of symmetric probability measures
300
on (R ) .
To do this we start by observing that Dn is a convex set. The
extreme points of this set are exactly those measures that charge, say,
v = (v ..... v ) and all those points in R
3n




permuting v , .. ,v, giving the same mass to each of these and no
I n
mas s to any other point. Clearly such a distribution can be vis ua l i.z e d
it 1 d
.
t f R3n/S. Here R3n/Sas a un mass p ace on a po in 0 stands for
the set of equivalence classes into which R3n splits under the action
of the group S of permutations of n letters.
3
We denote with <5(v.) a unit mass located at the point v.ER .
1 1
Now we put the set
3n /R /IS
.
is correspondence with a special
3
set of measures in R according to the recipie
(1)
1 n






We denote with Mn the set of these special measures, and by
Moo the set of all probability rrre a s ures on R 3. We have the refore
n
established a one-to-one map between the extreme points of D and
n
the set M .
Now any element � of n" is the ba ryc e nt e r of a unique mass
distribution r2 supported by the set of extreme points a;!3
(2 )
The expression (2) is shorthand for the following state of affairs: if
3n
R Is, thenl\J is a bounded continuous function defined on
(3 )
lHa) be ing regarded as a numerical function defined on
. 3n
R /S or on
Mn, as the o c c a s ion makes preferable.
.
n n
The des ired vis ua l iz a t i o n of the DiS is now achieved. D
n
has been identified with the set of probability measures on M, and
for each n this later set is part of the set of probability measures on
Now we go back to our propagation of chaos problem and try to
get some profit from the identifications made above.
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Recall that each n-molecule gas process gives us a motion on
n
D.
Let 3be bounded continuous functions on R and let p(t) be
the solution of the master equation that coincides with p(O) = f3 at t � O.
Then according to (3),




1 n p t
R /S
We can, in agreement with our identifications, think of this as. an
integral of the numerical function ¢(a) = a(¢ ® ... ® ¢ ) defined on Mn1 n
against a measure that changes in time. But we could equally well try
to put this formula into a fI dual fo r-rn"
(5) f (Tn ¢)(a)dQ (a) = f ¢'(a)dQ ( )(a),t f3 n pt
Mn M
whe re T: is the mapping dual to the (1 inea r! ) map Qj3 - QP (t}' acting
n
on functions defined on M 0
The strategy of the proof of the propagation of chaos is now as
follows:
,-,..,n n
STEP A: Compute the generator G of the semigroup Tt introduced
in (5);
STEP B: Check that, as n-oo, this generator converges (in a sense to
rJoo 00
be specified later) to the generator G of a semigroup Tt acting
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on functions defined on Moo. T� will be found to be the translation
semigroup a ss oc iate d with the Boltzmann flow on Moo.
STEP C: Check that if ¢"'" ¢ are bounded continuous functions1 m
defined on R 3, then the function ¢n(a) = a (¢ @ •.. ®¢ ®1®-�'®l)goes1 m
to the function ¢oo(a) =a{¢)v.. Va(¢ ), as rr-vco , thinking of the a's11\ 1\ m
now as belonging to MnC Moo.
STEP D: Check that if f3 =f ® ... 0f ::;:fn with uEMoo then dr2(.\ con-o 0 0 t-'
verges weakly to the unit mass at f E Moo.
o
I'Vn_
Suppose we were ab le' to show that the convergence of G to
1}00 implies the convergence of Tn to Too on a sufficiently wide classt t
00
of functions defined on M . Then we co uld try to patch all these steps
together to obtain the propagation of chaos as follows: take ¢l"'" ¢m
n
and j3 = f as above, and let f be the solution of Boltzmann's equation
·0
which reduces to f at t= O. Then we would hope to be able to verify that
a
(6)
n ,.Inp(t)(¢ ® ... ®¢' ®l. .. ®l) = fT YJ dr2�I m t t-'
-+ fT� lAthe unit mass at a =fo
Of the program outlined above, the only deep point is to infer the
convergence of Tn to TOO from the convergence of the generators.t t
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This problem has been dealt by Trotter [15 J, and we reproduce here
his result.
Let rl be a topological space and X = C(rl). ,:� For each n, let
nn be b n
n
�.'. a su set of �G and let X be the Banach space of restrictions
nnto H of functions in X. Define





and assume that the rl become dense, so that as n _ 00,
II £II
n
- II r] for any f E X.
n
We say that a sequence of linear operators A acting on X
. n
converge strongly to A acting on X if A f is defined and'
n





for any £ in the domain of A.
Fo reach n, let exp (tA ) be a strongly continuous contraction
n
semigroup of operators on X with infinitesimal generator A , and
n n
let exp(tA) be a strongly continuous contraction semigroup of operators
on X with generator A.
T'r otte r+s result may now be formulated.
etc) is the space of continuous functions on rl, with the supremum
norm.
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THEOREM:'� Suppose C is a dense subset of the domain of A such
that
1) the closure of the restriction of A' to C coincides with A.
2) for each f s C, A f is defined and
n
lim II A f - Afll = o.
n n
n .... oo
Then exp(tAn) converges strongly to exp(tA).
We close this section by giving a "geometrical p ic tu r e " of propa-
gation of chaos.
The solution of Boltzmann's eq ua.t io n gives you a dete rministic
00
motion on M ; this motion is non-linear. However, we can induce
from it a linear motion taking place on a c Ia s s of function F defined on
MOO by means of
(6) (TOO F)(f ) = F(f t)'tot
Details are found in section 4. We call such a flow, lifted from the
00
phase space M , a trivial flow.
Now for each n < 00, we construct the n-molecule gas governed
by the master -e q ua t io n in Mn. Tho
°
th l i toi s glves us e ne a r mo ro n
For a very useful presentation of s ern ig r oup theory, the reader
can consult Ka to [8J. There one finds extensions of this result,
due to Trotter and Ka to .
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(7 )
described in formula (5); this motion is not trivial. Propagation of
chaos could be thought as saying that the triviality of the motion is
recovered for n = 00, i , e., the sequence of nontrivial motions (7)
a pproximate the trivial one (6).
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3. Me KEAWS 2-STATE MAXWELLIAN GAS
We do now a simple case of the program outlined in steps A, B, C, D
in the previous section. For that purpose we study a ve·ry much simpli­
fied model of Boltzmann's equation, the so-called 2-state Maxwellian
gas. Mc Kea n introduced it in [lOJ, as an instance of a new class of
Markov processes having non-linear generators. In [lOJ he proved the
appropriate propagation of chaos for this model using the kind of esti­
mates employed by Ka c [7J for the one-dimensional Maxwellian gas.
There are several reasons to take a look at this rriod e l before
taking up the actual Boltzmann equation in section 4. The identification
of Dn with a set of measures on Mn , presented in section 2 for the
general case, becomes extremely clear and suggestive. Then the
proof of propagation of chaos can be carried out in detail along the
lines indicated in section 2 with a minimum of abstraction. An extra
bonus is that we can apply Trotter's result directly without having to
make assumptions as to existence, uniqueness and smoothness which
are needed for the general case.
The 2 - state Maxwellian gas is simple r than the general case in
two points:
a) R3 is replaced by a 2-point space Z = fL -I} �
b) the scattering rule is changed to
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where e denotes an element of Z.
The Boltzmann equation for the 2-state Maxwellian gas takes the
form
af




£(-1) + f(+l) -£(+1)
= 2£(-l)f(+l)-f(-l)
if e = +1
1
if
Here fde2 means sum over e = +1 and fdo means sum over the2 -
two possible outcomes of a collision. The evolution of a measure in
Z is described by the evolution of the mass ascribed to +1, f (+l)=x(t}=x:t
(2 )
Now we go over formulas (2.1), (2.2) and (2. 3) �:�. We observe
that an element of z"/S is specified by the number of +, s . say k,
that it contains and may be put in correspondence with the measure
This means formula 3 of section 2. In this chapter there is




-- 0 = Q' ,
n -1 k
belonging to Mn(Z) in agreement with the general scheme of (2.1).
n
There are n+I of these extreme symmetric measures in Z and the
barycentric representation of an arbitrary symmetric measure 13 reads
(3 )
where the summation extends over the grid of points {kin}, k=0,1, .. , n
in [0, lJ. This set is identified with Zn/S in the obvious way. Here
Q'k stands for the measure on z" charging all those points with k
(kn) -1. f 1pluses, giving each one of them the mass It is use u to note
for later use that
(4 )
n
n (Q' ) = ( )13(+1. .. +1, -1.,. -1)
i3 k k
k pluses, n-k minuses.
Let. (1, m- 1, Zn-m) denote the set of points in z" having i pluses
n
and m- i minuses among its first m coordinates, and let 4; denote
the characteristic function of this set. It is clear that we have
"
= ° otherwise.





Now we start the proof of the propagation of chaos. Recall that
the n vrrio le c u le gas is a stochastic process in
n
Z , and thus the wa y to
achieve the situation described in section 2 is to construct a stochastic
process in
so that the as soc ia te d semigroup Tn satisfies
t
(5)
Next we look closer at the n-molecule gas. Suppose we are at
n
a point of Z with k pluses and n-k minuses, indicated by (k , n-k).
A collis ion can send us to any of the follow ing places
(k+L, n(k+l)) with probab i l ity
[k , n-k) with probability
k










We can now write the master equation as
(6 ) 8P nat (k , n-k)
= G P(k, n-k) =
I
=
;- [<Tk+IP(k+l, n-(k+I))+�_IP(k-l, n-(k-l))+(E k-I)P(k, nvk ) ],
and we are ready to go over steps A,B,C,D of section 2.
STEP A: The simplest way to compute the generator 11n is the
following. First we look for a measure m on z"/S which is
tlsymmetricit with respect to the process, i. e. ,
(7 ) for all k ,
Then we recall that with respect to such a measure the transition kernel
becomes self-adjoint, 1. e., if (£, g) de'not e s Jfgdm then (Kf , g) = (£, Kg).
The reader can find a neat presentation of this fact in Nelson [11 J.
n
One immediately checks that mk
= (k) is a symmetric measure,
namely
(7' )
This fact is a very fortunate one in view of (4). In fact from (4) we
get
:t 'E ¢'("'k)rl Pit) ("'k) I
t = 0
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and now us ing the above mentioned sel£-adjointnes s of Gn we get the
eq uivalent expres s ion
:t (T;¢')(O'kPp(t) (O'k) I = z (Gn¢')(O'k)(�)P(k, n-k).
t=O
Invoking (4) again this is reexpressed as
n
:E (G ¢)(O:' )r2 (0:' ).k !3 k
The moral is that the generator of our process in z"/S cannot
n
be distinguished from the G of the master equation. At any rate,
�n
we denote it by G to indicate that it acts on functions and not on
measures. See Nelson [11 J.
Summarizing, we have
(8 )





(A ¢) (0:' ) = cj(O:' ) - Z¢(O:' ) + ¢(O:' ).k k+I k k-l
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REMARK: Clearly we could reverse the procedure that led us from the
master equation
(6' ) ap (e) =at
n n-l
(G P)(e} = -:E f[P(e::�.)..,P(e)Jdo �:�
(n) i < j 1J
2
to its form (6), and thus go from (8) to the expres s ion
(8' )
/Vn
The only important point in the computation of G has been to
notice the identities (7'). They are in no way automatic, but rather
the consequence of the way in which we built up the n-molecule gas,
coupled with the following property of the II scattering rules"
This is of course just the property of �JI"microscopic r-eve r s ib i l ity"
which is pres e nt aga in in the actual Boltzmann eq uat io n. This will




STEP B: Define G acting on nice functions on [0, l ] by means of
00 aF 2·
G F{x} = (1-x)(1-2x)ax. Clearly for any FeC [0,1] we have
�:� e �:� and a .�� are obtained from e and a by changing the i�ij 1J










G is easily recognized as the infinitesimal generator of the
trans Ia tio n semigroup







The flow x is precisely the" Boltzmann flow" as the reader will see
t
at once from (2).
n n-m








k ... (k- i+l)
=
n (n- 1+1) x (n-I0..:. .. (n-m- (k- i)+1(n-i) (n-m+1)
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co i m- i
converges when kin _ x to t (x) = x (I-x) uniformly on [0, IJ,
1. e. max
k<n
is small for large n.
STEP D: Let f = x 6 + (l-x)6 be a rriea s u re on Z and let !3
o 0 + o-
n n k n-k




= fo�' . ·18 fo· Then the rne a s ure n!3 (Cl:'k)=(k)x0 (l-x0)
converges weakly to the unit mass at x. This is immediate from the
o
weak law of large numhers.
Finally we collect all these steps to get a proof of the propagation
of chaos, which may be stated in the form
e
tG ..
n n . . n-m 1 m-1
f (1, rrr-u , Z ) _ x (I-x) .
ott
Rewrite the left hand side as
On the right side, the first summand goes to zero, as n- 00,
because 11 Tn II < 1 and II tJ;n _�oo II: goes to zero by step. C. The last
t -
o .' co
summand goes to x1(1_x )m-1 by step D and the definition of tV andt t
The middle integral tends to ° in view of
83
I (Tn _ Too)(\;oo) I °sup ttl, .... as rr-s-co.
This follows from Trotter's result of section 2, and step B. The
00 2
fact that (with respect to G ) C [0,1] satisfies the conditions of
Trotter's theorem is well known.
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4. THE GENERAL CASE
To prove propagation of chaos 1 we pe rform steps A, B, C, D of
section 2. The situation is now technically more involved than for the
2-state Maxwellian gas but the plan is just the same. Previously, the
action took place in ·the Banach space C[O,l]. As a preliminary step
we introduce a Banach space appropriate for the general case.
THE BANACH SPACE X: Cons ider the set r2 of all probability rriea s ...
3
ures on R having a finite second moment and provide it with the
customary weak topology. Observe that
is compact in this topology, and therefore, n is exhausted by an in-
creasing family of compact subsets. The compactness of n is aa
consequence of the fact that we can control uniformly the tail of any
measure in r2 , and that if f
.




(J" (f) < lim inf (J" (f ).
n
For any bounded continuous function h on
3
R, we define a
linear (continuous) function on r2 by means of the recipe
F(f) = fh(v)f(dv).
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Taking finite linear combinations of finite products of such functions,
we get an algebra of bounded continuous functions (polynomials) on n.
The Banach space X is the completion of this algebra under the norm
II FII = sup I F(£)I < 00
fEn
We retain the symbol F for a generic element of X. We get a
sequence of "approximating" Banach spaces x" by restricting the
f f nn
n I
unctions 0 X to ..., = Men. �,' We denote by X
a
the set of continu-
ous functions on n and recall that the Stone- Weierstrass theorem
a
implies that any element of X can be uniformly approximated in n
a a
by the above mentioned polynomials. Finally, we introduce the family
n n
of subs ets n = n n M of n
a a a
and define x" to be the Banach
a
to nnespace of functions obtained restricting those in X H
a a
There is still one more preparatory step before we can go into
steps A, B, C, D. To apply Trotter's result we have to prove that all
the semigroups involved are strongly continuous and contractive.
This is plain for the "approximating" semigroups, and now we deal
00
with the tr limit" s emigroup T defined by means of trans lations alongt
the solutions of the Boltzmann equation:




To start with, we have to show that if FE X then f- F(f )
a t
is in X. Once this is done we will know that Too acts on X .
a t a





is weakly continuous , one infers that f --F(ft) is in X ,a first for
polynomials and then by the Stone- Weierstrass theorem for any F
in X .
a
That Too is a contraction is obvious, because
t
sup I F(ft) I < s up I F(f) I < IIlFlln·-
fEn fEn a
a a
To get strong continuity for Too it is now enough to provet
II Too F - F II __ 0 as t- 0
t
for each F of our dense algebra of polynomials. T� acts multipli-
catively on this a Igeba-a :
Thus it is enough to look at linear polynomials. Now the total varia-
,:� See appendix I to this chapter.
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(f))��. Then it is clear that





h 00.and t e strong continuity of T 1S proved,
t
Now we are ready to go over steps A, B, C, D of section 2.
STEP A: The n-molecule process, put in dual form in formula (2.5)
gives us a semigroup acting on x". The property of "microscopic
re ve r s ib i l ity
'' has here the same effect that it had for the simpler
2-state Maxwellian gas, see (3.8'). Arguing in exactly the same way,
one can see that the action of the corresponding generator is given by




1 J 1J 1 J
1 J
n
for FE X , and
n
from n , where
1 .,1... ':::
= - (o(v )+ ... +o(v:")+ ... +o(v. )+ ... +o(v )).
nIl J n
n . "'-n
The semigroup Tt = exp(tG ) is contractive and strongly continuous
acting on x" because (J
2
(f) = () 2(f.':�).
a 1J
STEP B: We consider now the class of "continuously d iff'e re nt iab Ie "
,:c See appendix I to this chapter.
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functions F on 0, such that
a
F(f') - F(f) = fH/v)(f'-f)(dv) + o( Ilf'- fll)):(
where Hf is a function on R
3
which is bounded, independently of f
and II f - r ] stands for the total variation of f - fl. We refer to this
class of functions as ct.
�n .
Now we compute G F for FE C', us ing the notation of (2).
�nF(f) = l. � '�v.-v.lf[H (v�:()-H (v.)+H (v�:()-H (v.)Jldv.-v.1 ,B)sinBdBd¢'
n
.<.
1 J f 1 f 1 f J f J 1 J
1 J





The first summand equals the integral of the function Hf against the
(signed) .rrie a s ure Bf (from Boltzmann's equation). Therefore, this
.-,,00 00
first summand can be identified with G F(f), where l:i is the infini-
00
tesimal generator of the semigroup Tt' acting by translation along
the solutions of the Boltzmann equation.
To get an estimate for the second summand observe from the




Thus, we can bound the second summand in crnF by
We therefore get





STEP C: Let a be the extreme symmetric probability measure in
R3n that charges the class in R3n/S consisting of
with n + ... +n = n and all the v. different among themselves. Re-
I k 1
call that according to the .a cherrie of section 2; a is a lsofhought of'-a s the
3 l'
'
measure on R given by - �n.o(v.). For fixed bounded continuous
n 1 1
functions ¢"'" ¢ we have to study the limiting behaviour of the1 m
difference between the functions
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We assume first that the ¢. have pairwise disjoint compact supports
1
Ai" We have to compute the possible ways of arranging our n points
that give a contribution to the integral of __/ ® ... ® � ® l® ... ® 1)01 m
against CC'. For an illustration, consider the situation described in
the picture
v Vz v3 vk1
I • • I I • I • I
A AZ A1 m
In this case the non-zero contributions to the integral come from all
the possible rearrangements of the points v , v , ... ,v ,1 3 k plus
all
the pos sible rearrangements of the points V , ••• ,v ,3 k
and so on.
If we add over an this contributions, we obtain in the general
case the value
rri= l
(5) o:(¢{i9··'®¢n)�O:(¢I)X ... XO:(¢n) (n-T) ...n(n_m+l)
n
i




0: (� )0: (�z)\ .2!._1 1\ n-I
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With some extra combinatorial complication it is possible to see that
if the SUpports of the fj. are not disjoint, then
1
Here E is arbitrarily small for large n and is independent of a. Then
same result holds even if )fji\ do not have compact supports through an
appropriate process of approximation. Therefore, for fixed y11"" ¢ ,m
sup I, n 00 1¢ (a)' - ¢ (a) ...,. 0 as n-oo.
n
aE M
STEP D: We have to prove that if F is a bounded continuous function
on nand 13 =f® ... ® f, then
I F ta) dnf3 (a)
.... 'F (f) as
Observe first that we can restrict the domain of integration to a
set n with an arbitrarily small error because
a
00
If F is the monomial on M defined by
F (a) = lei aX·· . XI¢' a11m
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then it follows from (6) that
Now fa (¢l® ... ® ¢ ® 1. .. ®l)dr2 (a) is just a complicated way of. m 13
w r it ing
" f3 (¢l®' .. ® ¢ ®l. .. ®l) = f(¢, ) ... f(¢ ) = F (f). ThereforeIl 1
for a polynomial F
if small for large n ,
The proof is now complete because on r2 we can approximate
a
any continuous function by means of polynomials.
Steps A, B, C and D being now completed, we put them together
to prove our theorem.
This goes essentially in the same way as for the 2-state
Maxwellian gas. However, there is one point which cannot be dispensed
with so eas ily as we did then. ,:o:�
,-..; �
We have proved in step B that G F_ G F in an appropriate
n 00
..
sense for functions F from the class ct. Trotter's result':o:o:� says
>:� See formula (2. 3).
,:�,:� See last paragraph in section 3.
,:o:o:� See section 2.
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that this convergence would imply the convergence of Tn to Too ift t
",voo
we could prove that the closure of G agrees with its restriction to
C'. But the proof of this fact eludes us. Instead, we make a smooth-
ness a s s urnpt io n " on the Boltzmann flow TOO.
t
SMOOTHNESS ASSUMPTION: If F is a polynomial and if f denotest
the solution of the Boltzmann equation with initial data f ,
o
then the
map fo�F{£t) is of class C' for each time t::,O.
A proof of this assumption should come from a very careful look
at the proof of existence fO'I- the Boltzmann flow.
Using this assumption and step B, we exhibit now a subset of
00
the domain of G satisfying the requirements of Trotter's theorem.
Let A be the class of polynomials on S1, and let R be the resol-
1
(l_"";Goo \ -1 00 iF.vent operator I �
00 -t
- J e <P (f )dt.
o t Rl is bo unded and in-
ve r't ib Ie , and therefore maps A 1:1 onto a dense set B.
We prove now that B has the required property. Let <P be in
�oo ...-00
the domain of G and approximate (I-G· )9? by polynomials
� �OO
F = (l-G )<p from A = (l-G )B. From the continuity of Rl'
n n
".,,;00
<P =RF -+- R1(I-G )9?=9?n 1 n
Therefore from
Already mentioned in the introduction.
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"""00 ,-00
F = (I-G )� _ (I-G ) �
n n
one concludes that Goo� _ CfD � , completing the proof.
n
Now we need to know that the kind of convergence described in
step B occurs for functions of B, i , e., if F is a polynomial, then
......n 00 - t ""00 00 - tG f e F(f )dt � G 1 e F(f )dt,o tot
which is evident from step B and the smoothness assumption. At this
point, we can invoke Trotter's result to get the strong convergence of
T� to T� and complete the proof precisely as in s ec.t ionB, . Clearly
(7) n...lnfel ® .. ·®cJ ®l@...®l p(t) = f(T YJ ((O:')drl � (0:') =I m t �
Each one of these integrals can be restricted to r2 with an arbitrary
a






Now we look at each of the integrals in the sec ond line of (7), restricting
the domain of integration to r2 and making n_ 00.
a
II...In_ ...10011The first integral is bounded (in absolute value) by Y-' }u
which goes to 0 according to step C. The second one is bounded by
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II (T� - T�)rll which goes to zero on account of Trotter's result.
For the third, observe that
=
where ;t = B[Q' ], and Q' =Q'. �:� The function ¢'oo(Q') is, for each t ,to
a bounded continuous function on r2 and therefore we may use step D
to conc lude that
To sum it up:
THEOREM: Under the present assumptions as to existence, uni9ue ..
ness and smoothness, if ¢" ••• ,rj
1 n
are bounded continuous functions
3
212 R , and if f denotes the solution of the Boltzmann eguation with
initial datum f ,
o
then
lim J¢' ® ... e« S lc8 ... 01 p(t)1 m
n-+oo
= f¢' f X· .. X J¢' f.1 m









APPENDIX I: WEAK CONTINUITY OF THE BOLTZMANN FLOW
Here we prove two statements used in section 4, i.e. the useful
inequality (1) below and the lemma. From the definition of the Boltz-
mann operator B, we get
= 2'ITR2 (1 + 20-2 (f)).
Now we can prove the
LEMMA: f is a continuous function of f in the weak topology of
t 0
Take fn in n
o a
n
converging weakly to f .
o
2
Because (J (f) < a ,
t -
we can choose for each fixed t a weakly convergent subsequence from
[f�}. By a diagonal process, we may obtain a subsequence (n ") so
,
n 00
that r converges weakly to f for all rational t , and part of thet t
task is to s how that this holds for all t.









is the set of those measures f with 0- (f) :s,a.
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Because of the comments preceeding this lemma, the total variation of
< - f:: is bounded by I t2 - til � (1 + 2/ (f0). This pe rmits us to
extend the weak convergence of fn'to foo to all t <00.
t t
00
Now we prove that f solves the Boltzmann equation with initialt
datum fo· By uniqueness this completes the proof of the lemma. For
any bounded continuous h
�
n





fh(v) f (dv) + f dv fh(v) (Bf Hdv).
o 0 s
and to take the limit
,
n ... co we only' have to worry about the last inte -
g ra l. This can be spl it into 4 integrals of which the most complicated
is
(2) <ds IJpv1-v2IJI(IVI-V21 ,e) h(vt)sinededrbl f:'(dVI)f:' (dvZ).
R
The function
is a continuous function of (vl'
v2) and can be uniformly bounded by a
cons tant multiple of Iv - v I.I 2
,
The second moment of fn is under
s
control, so that we can restrict the
6
R integral to a compact set K
with an arbitrary small error. On K, fn' converges weaklys
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This last convergence is bounded, and we can pull it ins ide the
time integration in (2) and obtain for every h
(3 )
, 00 00 t 00
fh(v) ft (dv ) = fh(v) fo (dv) + fo dsfh(v)(Bfs Hdv),
that is to say
(3 r) foo = foo + ft 00t � ds Bf .o 0 s
This can be written a l s 0 in the c us tomary fo rm b e c a u s e foo is at
continuously differentiable function of time. In fact from (3'), if we
use the fact that Bfoo. has total variation bounded by a constant
s
2 00
multiple of (1+20- (f ))< c(1+2a),
s -
we see that foo depends c o nt inu­
t
ouslyon t , Therefore, BfOO is continuous and foo has a continuoust t
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